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BEGINNER’S CORNER  
Basics You Need To Know

L  ace weaves offer all weavers, begin-
ners and experienced weavers alike, 
exciting opportunities for exploring 

color—perhaps more than any other 
weave structure. Here’s why. 

All lace weaves start with a plain-
weave base. To make lace, in selected 
places the plain-weave interlacement is 
skipped. Weft threads float over or under 
warp threads in these areas (usually over 
or under three to six threads at a time). 
If the same skip happens two or more 
times in a row, the threads slide together 
in the float areas, leaving little holes (see 
A Lace Primer, pages 60–61).

The surface of a lace-weave cloth, 
therefore, consists of plain weave, warp 
floats, and/or weft floats. In some lace 

weaves, the floats on one side of the 
cloth are all warp, the other side all weft 
(Atwater-Bronson lace is usually woven 
this way). In other lace weaves, floats in 
both directions occur on the same face 
(huck lace is woven this way). 

These three interlacements—plain 
weave, warp floats, and weft floats—allow 
an amazing variety of color interactions.  

Monochromatic lights and darks

Lace weaves have traditionally been 
woven in white or off-white (bleached or 
unbleached) linen and cotton yarns. 
There are good reasons for this. In light 
neutrals, a lace-weave fabric shows a 
matte texture in plain-weave areas, a con-
trasting shine on the sides of the yarn in 

the float areas, and dark shadows created 
by the holes between float groups. These 
effects also take place with pastel colors 
(see Tracy Kaestner’s placemats, page 34), 
but the more intense the colors are, the 
less the shadows show in the holes. 

A single intense or dark color for both 
warp and weft reduces or eliminates the 
visual contrast between the yarn and the 

No more fear of color!

a. Atwater-Bronson lace: unbleached linen

d. Huck lace: natural wool/silk e. Huck lace: one color, bamboo f. Huck lace: analogous hues

b. Atwater-Bronson lace: one color, cottolin c. Atwater-Bronson lace: contrasting hues
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shadows in the holes. Instead, the contrast 
in shine between the floats and the matte 
plain weave predominates, as for Kate 
Lange-McKibben’s red huck-lace bamboo 
scarves at right and in Photo e. In less 
shiny yarns, the floats stand out in tex-
tural rather than shiny contrast, as in Jane 
Stafford’s placemat in Photo b.

Contrasting colors in warp and weft

When one color is used in the warp and 
a different color in the weft, each of the 
three lace interlacements contributes 
something different to the overall color 
effect. In the plain-weave areas, warp 
and weft colors mix completely—almost 
as if you were mixing paints. Blue and 
yellow become green; red and yellow be-
come orange, etc. 

In the float areas, however, the color 
of the yarn in the floats stands out in 
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contrast to the blended color. If both 
warp floats and weft floats appear on the 
same surface (as in the huck lace exam-
ples in Photos f, g, and h), there are three 
visual hues: the blend, the warp color,  
and the weft color.  

Although the color in the floats ap-
pears different from the color in the 
plain-weave blend, the contrast is usu-
ally soft since the float elements are 
small. The farther away from the cloth 
you are, the more the float-and-plain sec-
tions also produce a blend.   

More than two colors

A rewarding way to experiment with 
color and lace is to wind a striped warp. 
Start with a yarn wrap, as for Kate Lange-
McKibben’s scarves in Photos g and h. 
Choose analogous colors (as in g) or 
complementary colors (as in h) and al-
ternate them in increasing/decreasing 
proportions from one side to the other.

Then, play with different weft colors 
for a long sampler of color combinations 
that you can keep and refer to as you 
plan colorful projects in lace!   

g. Striped warp using four colors: first with a  
    red weft, then with a blue weft

h. Striped warp using three colors, first with  
    an aqua weft, then with an orange weft 


